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Question 4 ‐ NBCA Direction ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

Yes

Buff Dr

Yes

Carmain Dr

Yes

Chateaugay Ln

Yes

Conifer Cir (longleaf)

Yes

Conifer Park Ln

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

You need to make sure that when you look at these things‐ like parks, zoning, sidewalks, etc, that you include
people from the neighborhood/area that are being affected directly. All views should be listened to & represented.

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

I do not understand when people complain about traffic congestion and speeding in the nbhd. There is NO traffic
that I can see and hardly what you would consider congestion. The signs in people's yards "We LiveHere" I find
almost arrogant. WE ALL live somewhere and the streets are Public Streets, so stop acting like you are the only ones
with any right to use them and we are intruders into your PRIVATE space. As long as people observe traffic
laws..give it a rest!

Yes

Glengary Dr

Condition of roads should be a high priority. Many of the streets are in sad disrepair.

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Ivy Chase

10/24/2013

NBCA DIRECTION: What should NBCA concentrate on in the future?
In my opinion, the reason we belong to NBCA is to be informed about the above issues‐the relative importance of
which varies by level of individual interest. Must we omit some topics?
Our streets are a disaster and in need of repaving. Because of infill housing, streets that never flooded during heavy
rains look like rivers.
Communications relating to Crime, lost pets, dangers in the area, etc. are most valuable.
Excellent job. Thanks so much for your time and effort!
NBCA does a great job at getting timely information out to members. Thank you for your service.
Speed around the neighborhood is a problem. As is the constant avoidance of stop signs. The construction at the
corner of Longleaf Drive and Phipps Blvd. is horrific
Zoning and land use, communications and having events/functions that get the neighborhood together should be
what the civic association should be involved in.

Bikers ignore traffic law and are dangerous. Sarah smith is at risk of becoming the apartment school and we really
need to protect our property values
FYI, respondent is female, 65+, retired, lives alone, no children, no grandchildren. Answers probably influenced by
preceding facts.
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Question 4 ‐ NBCA Direction ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

NBCA DIRECTION: What should NBCA concentrate on in the future?
Use your NBCA Facebook page much more frequently. Would be be er to get info here rather than email messages.

Yes

Ivy Knoll

Open a Twi er account and use it (and link it to your Facebook page to simplify pos ng info).
Social media will get you many more residents following your organization, especially the younger adults!
Speed tables installed.
Sidewalks
Path 400 impact
Crosswalks on heaviy‐travelled roads should be at signalized crossings only. I feel that crosswalks without lights of
some kind is asking for trouble.
Blue Heron Nature Preserve could be better manicured. Especially across from Pikes. Right now it isn't eye
appealing at all.
I would like to see a dog park in the area.
Get the word out to people to use sidewalks we have and educate about safety issues of walking with their back to
cars traveling in the same direction.

Needs to
renew

Ivy Rd

Yes

Ivy Rdg

No

Ivy Rdg

Yes

Lakemoore Dr

Yes

Loridans Dr

Speeding, safety, and crime awareness / prevention are of the most importance

Loridans Dr

parks and playgrounds are a good thing, but we need to make sure that they don't negatively impact homeowners
in the immediate area of the park. For example, traffic, parking and security concerns often have a harmful effect
on not only close in homes, but the neighborhood in general.

Yes

I am curious why there is so much talk about yard signs all of a sudden. Signs have always been out during election
periods. There are builders signs all over year round and nothing has been men oned previously.

Needs to
renew

Loridans Dr

Needs to
renew

Loridans Dr

10/24/2013

Also, a resident on Loridans has had an overgrown yard for many years and her car is back up inch by inch over time
as trash flows from her house. She has been a reported hoarder for a long time.
Extremely concerned abou the congestion we'll be faced with in the coming years with all the new planned
construction and especially the new shopping/living center in sandy springs.
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Question 4 ‐ NBCA Direction ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

NBCA DIRECTION: What should NBCA concentrate on in the future?
Need road maintenance. Every time I meet someone who bicycles and tell them my street name (Mountain Way), I
am immediately an object of their anger. The street is horribly in need of resurfacing (and has been to the 17 years
we've lived on it). The recent patches may have helped delay further deterioration of the roadbed, but the patches
exacerbated the roughness of the road.
There should be more concentration on infrastucture problems and each time a patch needs to be repatched (some
times 4 or 5 times)the NBCA should post signs by each patch noti9ng the number of times a repair has occurred so
we can properly eveluate city provided services
The Mountain Way Commons plan appears to have the potential to enhance property values, which we would like.
Our concerns are: (1) will the dams in any way affect the creek on our property (e.g., will the dams cause flooding
and/or a reduction in depth on our part of the creek)?(2) will the new plan generate unwanted traffic and parking in
front of our house? (3) will excess removal of vegetation create more noise and reduce wildlife habitat? Your
response would be most appreciated.

Needs to
renew

Mountain Way

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

Needs to
renew

Old Ivy Ln

I would like to see the reduction/elimination of rental homes that are not rented to families/individuals. Homes
rented to individuals (3‐4 or more) who sublet rooms is incongruent with the family oriented neighborhood.

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

Still trying to get speed humps on Old Ivy,Stratford ,Longleaf but no response from traffic study management

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

Old Ivy, like Weiuca, and as a cut‐through, is rife with speeding; especially near Sarah Smith Elementary where I live.
Therefore, I have a keen interest on traffic and pedestrian safety efforts.

10/24/2013

Keeping our community safe is a top priority for me.
In order to accelerate progress and increase efficacy, perhaps we should assign neighbors in each "zone" of North
Buckhead to police such initiatives (e.g. overgrown yards, eyesores, etc.)
I would like to see more speed bumps in our area. North Stratford Road NE is very dangerous with speeders. I would
also like to coordinate or help coordinate additional patroling from either a off duty cop or talk with city for
additional patrols.
I have emailed the police and the NCBA repeatedly regarding dangerous drivers in the intersection at
Buff/Carmain/N Stratford between 7:15‐8:30 am and 5‐6:15 pm. Despite some attention from the police, the
problem remains as bad as ever.
No. 1 priority is traffic. If the city continues to allow unlimited high‐density development all around us, with no
improvements to roadways, we won't have a functional neighborhood in 10 years.
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Question 4 ‐ NBCA Direction ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

NBCA DIRECTION: What should NBCA concentrate on in the future?

Yes

Park Ave

Traffic is totally horrible and only getting worse. Build the infrastructure BEFORE any more development of any kind.
It's time for a HUGE moratorium on any type of development, especially, apartments, condos, retail and office! We
can't support what we have now...it's time to STOP IT ALL!!!!!!!!

Yes

Park Ave

Most important ‐ zoning, traffic, overbuilding

Yes

Peachtree Dunwoody Rd NBCA has always done an excellent job in all of these areas. We are so thankful.
Item 5 (Pedestrian signalized x‐walks) this is a bear; having too many (unused for the most part) and the auto‐buffs
getting very testy over having to stop for pedestrians.

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

Needs to
renew

Rickenbacker Way

We can't stop the growth, but we can do something about the neighborhood streets being used as cutthroughs

Yes

Rickenbacker Way

They're all important. But there are limited resources. You're doing a great job now.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

Love more greenspace but if it is just to have more playgrounds for kids, say no. Love kids, but parents are a BIG
problem. Have a plot at the LNCP Comm.Garden, which was great until the playground opened. My grdn
ornaments have been vandalized, parents park for playground at garden lot (why?when spaces at ground level are
so much better&empty)& parents flip the bird when one gently mentions gardeners need the pkg to unload & haul
grdn stuff. Very tired of rude & entitled parents.

Yes

Stratford Pl

Gordon Certain does a really great job with the email newsletter. I always read them. Part of that is the sample
ballot before elections. That is a great service.

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Overgrown yards on Loridans need to be addressed

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Illegal signs, overgrown lots, and other esthetic concerns still are a big problem. It might be practical and helpful to
have a "sign kiosk" for residents to post lost dogs and other needs, plus for workers to advertise, rather than tack up
signs, along with a media blitz from NBCA/police saying illegal signs will be taken down and fines applied.

Yes

Whittington Dr

Many thanks for the helpful, and selfless, work of Certain and the board..

Needs to
renew

Whittington Dr

I think NBCA does a great job in all these areas.

Yes

Wieuca Rd

10/24/2013

Sidewalks for Wieuca Rd ‐ please.
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Question 4 ‐ NBCA Direction ‐ Text Comments
Member?
Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew

Street

NBCA DIRECTION: What should NBCA concentrate on in the future?

Wieuca Rd

NBCA provides AWARENESS on each of these issues. I am most grateful for the job that you do in keeping the
neighborhood informed.

Wieuca Rd

I guess that my emphasis here is on community safety, particularly where the children are concerned.

Non‐resident

[Pharr Rd]

Peachtree and Pharr Rd. needs a turn signal badly.

Non‐resident

[Rdgdale Park]

10/24/2013

I think you're doing a fine job......love the Christmas tree sale!
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Question 5 – Which Parks Are Used?

255 Responses
50 Text Comments
See Next Pages
10/24/2013
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Question 5 – Which Parks Are Used?
Where are Current/Future Parks?

1. Chastain Park: West Wieuca Road at Lake Forrest Drive to Powers Ferry Road
2. Blue Heron Nature Preserve: 4055 Roswell Road. Also at Emma Lane cul-desac.
3. Tower Place Park: Just northeast of Tower Place high-rise, 3340 Peachtree Road
4. PATH400 (planned): Mostly along GA400 right-of-way. 2014 efforts: Tower Place
to Old Ivy Road.
5. North Buckhead Park: Wieuca Road at Phipps Blvd. (northwest corner)
6. Little Nancy Creek Park: 4012 Peachtree Dunwoody Road
7. Mountain Way Common (Planned): Mountain Way at GA400
8. Lowrey-Stevens Cemetery (Planned): Loridans Drive at GA400 (southeast
corner)

10/24/2013
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Question 5 ‐ Area Parks ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

The only reason I don't use our greenspace more often is due to frequent work travel. I'm a advocate of continuous
support regardless.

Yes

Beverly Ln

Don't walk alone of Blue Heron Trail

Yes

PARK USAGE: Do you use North Buckhead area parks and greenspace?

Brookhaven Springs Ct We have a 14 year old....that explains it!

Yes

Buff Dr

Needs to
renew

Carlton Rdg

Yes

Creek Wood Close

Yes

Glengary Dr

We use Chastain park often because baseball happens there. We do not use the playground there. We used to when
my child was <2.

Yes

Glengary Dr

We are long over‐due to visit the Blue Heron Preserve.

Yes

Glengary Dr

We are at NYO more than anywhere else.

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Way

Yes

Ivy Chase

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

Yes

Ivy Park Ln

Yes

Ivy Park Ln

10/24/2013

Did not know about parks ‐ North Buckhead and Tower Place?
We are so impressed with LNCP and the effort put in by the board to make it a reality. Our only complaint would be
the lack of sidewalks from Carlton Ridge to the park. We have to cross Peachtree Dunwoody twice to get to the park
and have sidewalk access the entire way.
At Chastain, there is actually little of the Park available for public use (vs. golf, NYO, etc.)

To call the N.Buckhead Park a park at all is really a joke. It's so tiny only a couple of people could sit on a bench. Is
much better than a concrete median but a "Park" it's not. The other green spaces are definitely an improvement in
our lack of parks in this area. I don't know how you would go about getting any space for a spot in the community
garden?
The community gardens are closed to new people and the Nancy Creek Park cost too much to qualify to use the
garden area.
I would LOVE to use the parks more. The lack of usage is my own fault . . . plus uncertainty about parking, security,
etc.
I have supported and would like to use a dog park. My children are grown and, unfortunately, grandkids do not live
here.
If we were younger, we would use all of the above. Our children are grown and grandchildren live out of town. We
think the parks are wonderful. Keep up the good work!
New to neghborhood
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Question 5 ‐ Area Parks ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

PARK USAGE: Do you use North Buckhead area parks and greenspace?
I have always wished there was a place to play with my dog off leash. There is almost no where in Atlanta to throw a
ball for my
dog off leash. I understand the issues with safety but I still think it's a shame that all the parks are for children and
children's sports and none are for dog owners.

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

Yes

Ivy Pkwy

No

Ivy Rd

Used to use a lot when my kids were younger

Yes

Ivy Rdg

The area in front of Little Nancy Creek and the Blue Heron Nature Preserve on Roswell Rd in front of Pike's really
needs to be cleaned up...It is a complete eye sore from the rest of Roswell Rd...The big grass could be cut for a start
and the wild red leaf plants cut from the road.

Needs to
renew

Meadowbrook Dr

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

Glad these are available and intend to use Blue Heron more frequently.

The property ought to fit gently into i
Haven't even hear about some of these parks. I would use nancy creek park more but parking is terrible.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Though we don't use these parks at present, we would be inclined to use them in the future. We urge that design
proposals be public and subject to resident feedback. We also hope that these parks would be for local residents.
We're also concerned that the proposed dams on the creek in the Mountain Way Commons may have negative
impact on the parts of the creek that run through the Blue Heron Nature Preserve & Little Nancy Creek Park. Dams
can have negative impact and unintended consequences.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

drive by them, but never stop....

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

Need dog walking paths

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

Although have never been, I do like hearing about activities at the Blue Heron Nature Preserve

10/24/2013

I wish we could more easily access Little Nancy Creek Park via sidewalk‐ we use it almost daily. In addition, can't wait
to see what happens with the Mountain Way Common. Hope to see a playground there, and good security!
I mostly use a park for the playground area, so if there isn't one, I probably wouldn't go. If it's just me out, I like
walking around the neighborhood...of course, I wish there were more sidewalks.
The only reason I have not used the parks that I marked never is because we have temporarily moved away and have
not been back since they opened. I think we will use them when we move back next summer. The parks are very
important. I also think we need to have more police presence and keep the crime down. A true neighborhood watch
might be an idea in the future.
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Question 5 ‐ Area Parks ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

Yes

Olde Ivy Sq

Yes

Park Ave

Yes

Peachtree Dunwoody Rd

Yes

Peachtree Rd

PARK USAGE: Do you use North Buckhead area parks and greenspace?
Blue Heron has become and eyesore rather than an oasis of Nature in an urban setting which it was intended to be.
Overgrowth makes this area forbidding and anything but a Park or Greenspace.
We have enjoyed the great Li le Nancy Creek park
with our Greatgrandchildren.
I assume that North Buckhead Park is the one at intersection of Wieuca and Phipps.
Blue Heron has become and eyesore rather than an oasis of Nature in an urban se ng which it was intended to be.
Overgrowth makes this area forbidding and anything but a Park or Greenspace.
The property ought to fit gently into its urban setting; therefor it cannot be a complete wilderness as it might be in a
more remote country side.

Needs to
renew

Pinecrest Rd

Proximity and time are key.

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

We used them when our grandchild was young, but not as often now.

Yes

Rickenbacker Way

While I don't personally use the parks, they are necessary for children. I walk to Brookhaven, and most people won't
walk that far.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

See previous comment. Until this year, I was a great gardener at LNCP Comm. Garden. Got so tired this year of the
bratty parents parking at our garden (when plenty of pkg was available @ the lower lot, which blows my mind as why
do they insist on parking @ the garden lot which is crummy & then they have to walk downhill w/o a path? The
lower surface lot & path are so much better to access the McDonaldland playground. They traipse thru the garden
and harvest plants&vandalize ornaments.So rude.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

I used them more in the past when my child was younger.

Yes

Stovall Ter

I don't even know what North Buckhead Park and Tower Place Park are!

Yes

Stratford Pl

I am unfamiliar with the two I didn't mark. We always enjoy Blue Heron, and Little Nancy Creek is great too.

Yes

Valley Green Dr

10/24/2013

We fully support more parks in Buckhead ‐ especially with running trails!
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Question 5 ‐ Area Parks ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

Yes

Whittington Dr

While I'm not a park USER, I feel they are an extremely important benefit for the character of our neighborhood. I
also would like the board to at least converting the "catch basin" off North Stratford into a lake. I think it might be
able to resemble the lake in Garden Nills‐‐ Ducks and Swans and Geese, Oh My!!!!

Needs to
renew

Whittington Dr

My kids are grown so I don't use the closer, newer parks. I walk/run at Chastain weekly, and also use the tennis
center there, and my son uses the golf course. My youngest child is a senior in high school at Galloway so we are at
Chastain frequently.

Yes

Wieuca Overlook

Yes

Wieuca Rd

I'm 82 onm a walker

Wieuca Rd

Just having all of this greenspace available makes our neighborhood so much more desirable.

Wieuca Rd

Again, though I don't use the park areas, we have a lot of kids in this area, and I think that we owe it to them to have
these spaces.

Wieuca Rd

I have only visited Little Nancy Creek once so far, but hope to do so from time to time in the future.

Wieuca Rd

We need bathrooms at little nancy creek park

Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew
Yes
Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew
Non‐resident

Wieuca Trce
[Fountain Oaks Ln]

10/24/2013

PARK USAGE: Do you use North Buckhead area parks and greenspace?

no young children

never heard of these parks: North Buckhead Park and Tower Place Park
Spend 1.5 to 2 hours a day walking at Chastain.
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Question 6 – Parks and Recreation Projects

255 Responses
36 Text Comments
See Next Pages
10/24/2013
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Question 6 ‐ Area Park/Recreation Initiatives ‐ Text Comments
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

Yes

Arden Way

Yes

Buff Dr

Needs to
renew

Emma Ln

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

10/24/2013

PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: North Buckhead is the site of several important
initiatives involving parks, greenspace, and recreation. Information about each of these
projects is available at this link: www.nbca.org/FALL2013.htm.
Not aware of all projects
New and improved parks should be NBCA's top priority with the Mountain Way Common and PATH400 being my
personal top priorities.
We live near Mountain Way and we are concerned about the increased traffic, crime and loss of the natural
environment. I support clearing the park so people can visit but in a more natural way instead completely clearing
the habitat that has grown there. I also don't want people parking in front of our house or have more speed bumps
added. I don't want a futuristic‐looking park with a lot of amenities.
The Emma Lane portion of the Blue Heron seems to get a great deal LESS attention than the Rickenbacker portion.
We do, however, appear to get more attention from those seeking a place to party, loiter and other activities that are
less than desirable on your street.
I am very excited about the prospects for new and improved public spaces in our neighborhood.
f I wanted parks and traffic I would have moved to chastain park. We bought on. Quiet street without a lot of
pedestrian and motor traffic on purpose and don't want that to change.
I support the restoration of the Lowrey‐Stevens Cemetery if it is done properly/respectfully without playgrounds/bike
paths/etc on top or nearby it. Be respec ul of the cemetery.
I oppose any park/recreation area that does not consider the families it directly impacts.
We don't want cars parked in the intersection of Loridans and Glengary Drive. We already have enough traffic in that
area.
I do not want a path connecting Cheshire bridge area with anything on our side of town. I left down there for a
reason.
I hope the MWC is successful. Not sure how under an overpass will be for a park.
I think the Path 400 is definitely a huge intrusion on the people who back up to it. They will have strangers walking
,biking,skating, dogs barking. All day every day in their back yard.. It definitely exposes them to more thefts,
burglaries and other nuisences. I know there were hearings, but those homeowners were completely ignored.
Maybe they can put up the 'We live Here" signs. We do need places like that,but not when they r directly exposed to
private homes.
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Question 6 ‐ Area Park/Recreation Initiatives ‐ Text Comments
Our street is a cut through we have a blind curve, and three hills with no sidewalks or speed claming solution. We
don't need any additional items which will bring traffic to our street without a solution to the speeder and bikers who
travel at speeds in excess of 35MPH.
Support the PATH400 project IF, and only IF, it does not negatively affect Glenridge Place. (on Ivy Chase) As far as I
have been able to tell, the walking trail will remain outside the wall. Is this correct?

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Ivy Chase

Yes

Ivy Chase

I need to take time to see and learn more about these places.

Yes

Ivy Park Ln

New to neighborhood

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

I don't have enough information to comment on this.

Yes

Ivy Pkwy

Don't know details about these but support improving greenspace. (Don't want to take time now to research).

Loridans Dr

Having paths which would allow access into this heavely wooded area would certainly create a security concern for
the approximately 20‐25 homes which currently border the planned park and cemetery area. In addition many of the
graves are unmarked or are marked with small fieldstones.
The educational and historic interests of the public could be much better served by a small enclosure next to the 400
path and cemetery which with a hostoric marker whic tells the history of the L/S Cemetery.

Yes

Mountain Dr

I think the new park initiative (Mountain Way Common) is a great idea. I believe it will increase safety in the area
(not so "deserted") and improve river quality (remove a "dumping ground"), as well as provide a great park for the
neighborhood.

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

Yes

N Ivy Rd

I believe we should fix existing infrastructure as opposed to building more assets that will not be maintained. There is
on reason to believe the city will maintian new infrastructure when it dos not maintain existing infrastructure

Yes

N Ivy Rd

With respect to the 3rd and 4th items above, please see our earlier comments. It is our understanding that FEMA has
imposed a 75 ft setback on the creek. We assume your plans will comply with all of the setback rules.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

support everything except a playground on corner of N Ivy Rd and Mountain Road; don't want cars parked all along
the neighborhood streets and increased noise

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Yes

10/24/2013

Don't know what that last one is and I live right off loridans

I am affected by the trail
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Question 6 ‐ Area Park/Recreation Initiatives ‐ Text Comments
Yes

N Stratford Rd

I'm not sure it makes sense to support small area improvements (not to say these are not important however) as the
majority of residents are using larger areas such as Nancy Creek Park‐‐let's plow our resources into these larger
projects that are better, more useful and affect and accommodate more people.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

I am excited about the 400 trail, but don't want the neighborhood to be TOO accessible or unsafe because of it.

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

The 400 trail is set for my backyard. I like my privacy now but am against this trail which will invade my privacy.

Yes

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

WE need to support our parks and green space, and social functions are a great way! Let's have more, and have social
committees to help. I understand that there is a HUGE waiting list for advertising in the new letter, well lets have an
online advertising section and sell ads or increase the news letter. Having paying customers is a GOOD thing to have
in this economy, why are we not taking advantage of it????

Peachtree Dunwoody Rd We are not aware of the cemetery
Trees Atlanta offered a walking tour of Path 400 Trail last Friday, Inman Park Section. Trail was much used by
walkers, roller skaters, dog walkers, etc. APD bike patrols frequently. The tour was attended by 22 people from
Canterbury. NONE of them knew of the Path 400 Trail efforts in our neighborhood. They are interested; they were
impressed and asked for more. Livable Buckhead has NOT responded to my previous invites for presentations. Could
NBCA assist?

Yes

Peachtree Rd

Yes

Stovall Blvd

Unfortunately, I'm unaware of the last one about the Cemetery restoration.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

Will support these projects if they are aimed at true green space, not McDonaldland playgrounds for parents to
dump their kids. I do not know enough about all of these projects to have an informed opinion. I do feel that the Blue
Heron NP is something as nature intended so support it + the cemetary project. LNCP is a lost cause as a
McDonaldland place. How much better it wld be to have parks where kids can play in nature, not manufactured
artifical places. But those opinions get bulldozed.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

Need to connect to other longer trails and larger green spaces.

Yes

Stovall Ter

I dont know anything about the last one.

Yes

Stratford Pl

Little Nancy Creek really fulfills a need. There are lots of people there almost every time I pass it. We really enjoy that
li le bit of nature (Blue Heron) just oﬀ of Roswell Rd. I think it's lovely.
I'm not familiar with the last two.

10/24/2013
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Question 6 ‐ Area Park/Recreation Initiatives ‐ Text Comments
Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew

Valley Green Dr
Wieuca Ter

10/24/2013

I've actually never heard about that cemetery! Kind of embarrassing!
As far as the cemetery restoration, I assume from what I've read it is a small, tiny cemetery and the restoration
consists of erecting a historical marker of some kind.
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Question 7 – New Parks & Recreation Projects?

44 Responses
See Next Pages

10/24/2013
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.
I don't.
When mproving pedestrian safety through adding sidewalks, it would be nice to investigate the cost benefit to adding
push bu on automated flashing lights to no fy cars that pedestrians are at that spot/intending to cross.

Yes

Allison Dr

Yes

Arden Way

Yes

Camden Park Ct

Yes

Carmain Dr

The existing pedestrian crosswalk signs also need to be moved in order to not impede the view of the pedestrians to
cars on Old Ivy at all sections by Sarah Smith on Land O'Lakes, Old Ivy Circle and Allison Dr. In some cases, continuing
the sidewalk on the South side of Old Ivy where there are no sidewalks would also improve the safety of passage with
visibility of the pedestrians.
Any additional off‐road bike trails that can be identified.
restroons at LNCP would be very helpful.
Future project suggestion: purchase the Kirch property at 42XX Carmain Dr for $800K and fence for use as a dog
run/park.
:‐)

Yes

Creek Wood Close

Yes

Glengary Dr

10/24/2013

greater public access at Chastain
None. We have enough. Don't want increased traffic or parked cars
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.

Yes

Glengary Dr

With the beautification of Peachtree and the GA 400 Path, we have posed an idea to keep the Path away from the
residential neighborhoods & to make the area truly walkable/livable. I have proposed that the 400Trail end at
Wieuca. Weiuca could be built to better suit walking between Peachtree and Roswell Road. Continuous sidewalks
with a beautification of the bridge over 400 and nice street lights would make a world of difference. We could then
walk to places we actually use. (No family is going to use the 400Path to walk to dinner at loca luna in Miami Circle.
It's ridiculous to think so. We live here because we have small kids that we want in sarah smith. Small kids don't walk
that far & don't at at loca luna...) However ‐ I know a lot of families that would walk to Twisted Taco, Fellini's, Willy's,
Learning Express, etc. Right now we can't (or it is unsafe) because of the lack of sidewalks.
Focus efforts on projects that actually make sense for the people who live in the area.

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes, get our streets re‐paved. We have been in our house since 1980 ‐ our street has never been re‐paved.

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

Why don't we wait a bit and see how these new projects work out and how well they are utilized. Before we jump
ahead with more projects?

Yes

Glengary Dr

What good are parks and green space if a child is going to get killed walking to the park.

Needs to
renew

Herrington Dr

Purchase of older homes that maybe targets for tear downs for new homes could be potential park locations which
could spread needed green space around the neighborhood.

Yes

Herrington Dr

Is there any thoughts on doing a community pool? Similar to chastain?? Just a thought.

Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

I would support a dog park, somewhere in North Buckhead.

Ivy Park Ln

A dog park would be nice.

Yes

Lakemoore Dr

Trim the tress overhanging Rickenbacker from the blue heron preserve

Needs to
renew

Lakemoore Dr

Focus on the PATH400

Ivy Rd

10/24/2013

Idea for mini‐park (trailhead) Land along ivy road ne near Lenox loop could be Green space as the new,trail is,coming.
There is one vacant homesite and the remainder of the space is city or GA DOT
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.

Mayfair Rd

WIth or without the Path400 project, the underpass of Old Ivy below GA400 is a frequently used and woefully dark
space. I would strongly encourage/support adding at a minimum streetlights and hopefully cameras to help insure a
safe walkway for our neighborhood.

Needs to
renew

McClatchey Cir

In design of the Mt. Way Commons, please erect fence barriers at the top of the bridge abutment and along property
lines to keep curious children and more importantly people with illegal intent from trespassing onto private
property... this includes the right of way along the road. Much of the right of way is not fenced and completely open
to trespassing. We have enough crime in the neighborhood without inviting more. Vagrants have been encountered
walking along the Ga 400 right of way right in our back yard.

Needs to
renew

Mountain Way

Clean up, trim, and maintain the areas around the Little Nancy Creek bridges (Southwest side of Wieuca Road bridge,
and Northwest side of Rickenbacker)

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

I think concentrating on the resources we have is the best idea.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

None until existing infrastructure is brought up to reasonable standards

Yes

N Ivy Rd

No Comment

Needs to
renew

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Before we start any new projects I think we should make sure we have safe access for all to the parks and recreation
facilities we do have. This would include sidewalks on the N. Buckhead side so that our residents can access LNCP
without having to cross Ptree Dunwoody twice.
With the development of Mountain Way Common we should also find ways for folks on the other side of Wieuca to
access that park.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

?

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Hard to support new small projects when we have Chastain close by

N Stratford Rd

I don't have any ideas, but I strongly encourage starting projects only on larger plots of land versus a lot of small
plots. In addition, I think we should have a running list of the parks (big and small) and the amenities of each. I am
not familiar with what each of parks (outside of LIttle Nancy Creek) generally has to offer.

Yes

10/24/2013
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

I would LOVE to see the city put a playground on the lot that is for sale on the corner of Mountain Drive and North
Ivy! It would be so great to have a neighborhood gathering place with a place for the kids to play. (There is a great,
smaller playground on a similar footprint in Sandy Springs at the Morgan Falls park.) If not in the budget, maybe
consider an alternative route to Little Nancy Creek park via North Straford in a "back entrance"? In addition, has the
neighborhood ever considered a pool and/or tennis facility, similar to Garden Hills?

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Would be nice to have a simple bathroom or porta‐a‐potty at Little Nancy Creek Park for families. We've seen lots of
people peeing in the bushes, mostly children, but some adults.

Needs to
renew

Old Ivy Ln

Yes
Yes
Yes

Maybe a dog park and/or dog friendly walking trail.

See above! And we should not be shy, and I am sure that Gordon isn't, about asking the City for money. Buckhead
Old Ivy Ln
basically supports a lot of areas of the City that pay virtually NO taxes and also suck up the use of the municipalities!
That is one reason Howard Shoo has been so great!
I love what's going on. Small pocket parks are always welcome. We should also keep in mind that spaces where the
Old Ivy Rd
public can gather are a priority.
Not able to be very ac ve with projects but are
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd very interested in all of the ac vi es and most
appreciative of all that is done for our area.

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

Yes

Stephens Mill Run

10/24/2013

Let's NOT get too excited, throwing our support every which way and thus not accomplishing much of anything.
none
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

Would so love to see a true comm.garden/urban farm in the neighborhood. Urban agriculture is the future and it
needs a place in our neighborhood. As I mentioned, am so tired of working my comm.garden plot & the parents park
in all the parking spaces for us & I sometimes I have to park behind them,& then they walk by as they come up from
the playground & say to their kids, "see the gardener, what is she growing?" & I show them & offer a bite & am
friendly. Then they walk to their vehicle parked in the spot designated for gardeners & I follow them & say, in a
friendly way, just to raise your awareness, the reason the sign here asks that this be reserved for gardeners is
because we have to haul in heavy supplies & plants & such so we really need to park here so next time, could you
please park elsewhere? The parents get very huffy. They are very offended, they say, b/c they are busy & they just
want their kids to see the garden?Makes sense not?Weary of brat parents pulling the kid card

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Safer bicycling/walking along Wieuca and other roads. In some areas sidewalks are unusable, and bike lanes littered
with debris, forcing cyclists into the road. Need traffic slowing/calming along Wieuca and Ptree‐Dunwoody.

Yes

Whittington Dr

How about an almost " ready‐made" lake. No boats or swimming)

No

Whittington/Ivy

With Path400 and associated parks coming soon, we need to make sure that our surface streets provide safe access
to these great amenities. This includes sidewalks, crosswalks, bike lanes, etc that will be critical to making them
accessible by all North Buckhead residents. There should be a safe way for every resident to access these areas on
foot.
This is especially true where Path400 crosses Lenox Rd/Buckhead Loop. As a resident of North Buckhead who works
in Tower Place, I want to be able to use the path to access my job. We need a SAFE and RELIABLE way to get from Ivy
Rd to Tower Place. Right now, it seems crazy that we have to cross 10 lanes of speeding traffic to do so.

Non Resident

[Fountain Oaks Ln]

Non Resident
Member

[Rdgdale Park]

10/24/2013

Widen the path at Chastain along Powers Ferry Rd. Plus, additional parking. Dangerous during rush hour when
people park on side streets and walk across lake Forrest with traffic backed up.
Abandoned, slow to sell lots within the bodies of neighborhoods seem to be underutilized locations for potential
playgrounds within neighborhoods and could be accessed without having to cross very busy streets with high speed
traffic like Ptree Dunwoody Road or Roswell Road.
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Question 7 ‐ Suggestions for New Parks Recreation Projects
Member?

Street

SUGGESTIONS FOR NEW PARKS & RECREATION PROJECTS: As listed above, North
Buckhead has many initiatives under way. Do you have an idea for other projects that
should be considered for the neighborhood? Please give us all the details.
Strong need for central gathering place for func ons, fes vals, people watching‐interac on.

Non Resident
Member

[Riverview Rd]

Non Resident

[Woods Cir]

Preferably near high density core and transit.

10/24/2013

Can the PATH trail be extended from Chastain to Lenox Square? And/or have the PATH 400 trail continue to Chastain.
Also, what about the BUC running the Wieuca Rd Corridor from Chastain to Lenox as well?
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Question 8 – Traffic Problems of Suggestions?

109 Responses
See Next Pages

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Lenox and Roxboro Roads should be widened to four lanes each as soon as possible.
New mass transit, including development of a Peachtree Road street car line, should also be pursued as soon as
possible.

Yes

Arden Way

Use of off‐duty police officers to direct traffic, in particular out of private facilities, needs to be regulated or even
stopped. In my experience, they actually appear to significantly contribute to traffic congestion with their lack of
coordination and apparent sole focus on the needs of the entities paying their salaries. This problem is especially
acute in the Buckhead/Lenox Road Loop and Piedmont Road areas. If such private traffic control is going to continue,
requirements for training of such police officers and requirements for how traffic is directed should be implemented
as soon as possible.

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

My biggest complaint is speeding on Old Ivy. I've only been in the neighborhood just under 3 years & have heard from
neighbors that an initiative to put speed bumps on Old Ivy Rd failed some years ago because the road was
determined to be a 'cut through'. I don't know the details but if this information is correct, that is exactly WHY we
need speed bumps on Old Ivy Rd. I don't have children but I have dogs & many neighbors whose children I care about.
In my opinion, Old Ivy Rd is not safe for pedestrians.

Yes

Arden Way

Whose jurisdiction is Peachtree Dunwoody road? That street is out of control. Can we hook up with Brookhaven and
share the responsibility of putting patrols out there?

Yes

Arden Way

Congestion on Weiuca and Old Ivy during the holidays. Is there a solution to help?

Yes

Beverly Ln

1.Wieuca Road as a cut through. Too much speeding.
People cross into the bike lane to avoid traﬃc bumps.
2. Crosswalks removed from Roswell Road, hard to cross Roswell Road to get over to Chastain Park.

Yes

Brookhaven Springs Ct

Yes

Buff Dr

Yes

Buff Dr

10/24/2013

That's the 60 million dollar question that even our local politicians have been unsuccessful in resolving. I have no
idea, but the traffic doesn't affect my commute, so I'm very fortunate and less concerned!
‐Turning at North Stra ord onto Wieuca
‐Turning Left at Ivy into Wieuca
Speed traps by the police officers; people frequently speed down Wieuca and Ptree Dunwoody. They could make a
lot of money.
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?
Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew

Street
Carlton Rdg
Carmain Dr

Yes

Chateaugay Ln

Yes

Conifer Cir (longleaf)

Yes

Creek Wood Close

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Speeding along Peachtree Dunwoody. Could we place a speeding meter along the road near LNCP?
The only recommendation that I see that would address this problem would be to have more Atlanta Police presence
in our area as opposed to south Atlanta.
Loridans an Wieuca are close to needing some type of light during rush hour. Maybe just a yellow flash for Wieuca at
other times.
It is becoming more difficult to turn left from Longleaf at Phipps Blvd. A traffic light may be a necessity.
Roswell Road traffic at many times of day has backups on the order of half mile long.
Traffic / speeding on Wieuca is getting bad. Need speed bumps. Will only get worse as apartments on Roswell and
projects in Sandy Springs are completed.
Ge ng on to Roswell from Lakemoore is dangerous.

Yes

Danube Rd

At intersection of Wieuca and Phipps Blvd going south towards Peachtree on Wieuca, should probably make right
lane able to turn left also. Sometimes cars turn left anyway, but they currently aren't supposed to, so it could cause
an accident.
Also, the right lane on Wieuca when it hits Peachtree (Phipps Plaza on Rt) has become a straight or right turn lane,
but the sign still says right turn only and part of the lane is painted with a right turn only arrow and the other part is
painted with a right/straight symbol. Needs to be consistent as right/straight allowed.

Needs to
renew

Emma Ln

Yes

Glengary Dr

10/24/2013

The time has come for a light at Lakemoore and Roswell Road.
Traffic from 400 behind Phipps going to weiuca is TERRIBLE, especially at Christmas. Any help there appreciated.
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Stronger enforcement at existing stop signs and traffic lights. I have almost been hit twice at Loridans and Peachtree
Dunwoody.

Yes

Glengary Dr
Shrubbery at the corner of Glngaary and Loridans makes it hard to see the stop sign if you are on Loridans and hard to
see on coming traffic coming out of Glengary. Driver's on Loridans frequently run this stop sign.

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

I really do not see traffic problems in our nbhd. Compare Wieuca Rd to Holcomb Bridge Rd or dozens of other really
congested streets and I don't see how we can complain. There r two dangerous spots however ..one is the corner of
Loridans and Glengary Dr. If you come down Loridans from Pchtre,Dunwdy. Stop at the corner of Glengary and turn
right onto Glengary..it is pitch black. You can't see a thing..even tho there is a light on Loridans. You can't see Parker's
cars or anything. The other is that crazy crooked median they put up on Pchtre.Dunwdy and Pchtre..heading north
on PD. I know I have nearly run over it a few times and I know other people who have run smackmintomit. What is
the purpose of it?

No

Glengary Dr

Speeding on Glengary Drive is an issue because there are no speed bumps.

Yes

Glengary Dr

We need more stop signs, speed humps, islands, and claming solutions all over. In addition we need sidewalks.

Yes

Glengary Way

A roundabout at the entrances into the neighborhood would be helpful as long as school busses could still get in &
out easily. Our office is in Piedmont Center 15 and I'd love for the "NO TURN" signs to be taken down on Old Ivy for
the entrance into the building 14 parking deck. It doesn't help anything and makes us have to ignore the signs to get
home during rush hour! This entrance is NOT heavily used by non‐neighborhood people.

Needs to
renew

Herrington Dr

Will think about it more. Redevelop Roswell rd similar to Peachtree with median and wide side walks and trees. Just
a though. Close Lakemoore at Roswell rd or put a red light there to make it easier to turn left. Very dangerous
intersection as we all know.

Yes

Herrington Dr

In our experience, the "new" traffic light at Powers Ferry/Roswell Road and the completed center islands on
Peachtree Road north of Piedmont have worsened the existing traffic congestion problems and created new ones.

Yes

Herrington Dr

The speeding on wieuca is ridiculous. Also on the cut through streets.

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

Yes

Ivy Chase

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
add turn arrows at major intersec ons.
Insure city applies money from new construction for traffic to local area.

Yes

Ivy Chase

Yes

Ivy Ln

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

Speed bumps are both good and also a nuisance. But I think more should be done to slow traffic on Old Ivy and make
the intersection of Old Ivy & Ivy Rd.safer. Many cars come through the stop signs and barely slow down.
More synchronization of lights as they have done on Peachtree. Get Dekalb on board with this as well since
Brookhaven, esp. does not, esp. the light near the MARTA sta on on Peachtree.
Enforcement of speeding on Old Ivy and on Wieuca.
In the afternoons, congestion builds on OLd Ivy near Hal's from cars trying to cross Piedmont. I don't see that it is
possible, but a left turn‐lane onto Habersham would really help. Sometimes there is a stoppage almost back to Sarah
Smith school.
Thank you for taking the time to create the survey and your concerns in gathering priority issues.
Turn arrow at Habersham oﬀ Piedmont headed south.
Crosswalk buttons to cross loop at Piedmont
Need for traffic light on Roswell Rd. at The Ivys (3777 Roswell Rd.) and drive into shopping center. Drive was moved
and is now directly opposite entrance/exit to The Ivys. North/south traffic plus left turns into shopping center (NB)
make dangerous situation!
The pot holes on community streets need to be addressed and corrected, and many of the traffic lights' timing could
be improved which would help the flow. Wieuca Rd is a prime example of a bottle‐neck that really needs attention:
both the north intersection Of West Wieuca with Piedmont, and the south intersection with Peachtree are awful. I
hope attention to these problems can be achieved.
Slow down.
Install speed tables on ivy road, south of old ivy.

Yes

Ivy Park Ln

Yes

Ivy Pkwy

Yes

Ivy Rd

Needs to
renew

Ivy Rd

Yes

Ivy Rdg

I donâ€™t know how Roswell Rd. will be able to handle the upcoming traffic load if things like the entrance to the Ivys
Condo., 3777 Roswell Rd. are so ill planed. There needs to be an in‐depth 24‐7 study done.

Ivy Rdg

There needs to be a light at the entrance of The Ivys condo's. The new entrance to the shopping center was badly
designed if there was not going to be a light.
Roswell road needs two more lanes.

No

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.

Member?

Street

Yes

Lakemoore Dr

Stop sign at Haverhill and Lakemoore and sidewalks on Rickenbacker

Needs to
renew

Lakemoore Dr

With children walking up and down Lakemoore Drive on a daily basis this street is in need of traffic calming and
sidewalks to make this road safe as cars travel 35 + on this street to cut from Wieuca to Roswell Road.
1. Pedestrian crossing on Roswell Road at Goodwill. I am convinced someone is going to be killed trying to cross
there. And there is a MARTA stop with no marked crosswalk!!

Yes

Land O Lakes Dr
2. Improper use of the two‐way turn lane on Roswell Road from Dunkin Donuts to Goodwill...people act like it's a
third lane going whichever way they are!!
Having lived in several great cities around the world (Singapore, London, Stockholm) I believe that one way of easing
traﬃc conges on is to make it easier, safer and more pleasant to walk and bike.

Yes

Longleaf Dr

As has been reported there are several large condo/apartment projects in the works in the Phipps Blvd area. Yet
today trying to walk or bike along Lenox Road from this area to Peachtree Rd. to access the shops and restaurants is
neither easy nor pleasant.
We live on Longleaf Drive and it saddens me every time I take the car to drive 2 minutes to Lenox Mall.

Yes

Loridans Cir

Use of roundabouts

Yes

Loridans Dr

Slow drivers down on Loridans. I have 4 kids. I have offered the police to use 596 Loridans drive as a place to radar

Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew
Yes

Loridans Dr
Loridans Dr
Loridans Dr

10/24/2013

Sarah Smith needs to hire an officer to direct traffic in the moring and afternoon. They eliminated left turns out of
the school and this creates a massive bottleneck.
Wish I knew how to improve...do have so many concerns with all the new contraction. Traffic to NYO/Chastain is just
out of control.
Speeding on Loridans drive. Need speed bumps.
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
PotHole's are terrible. Especially along Old Ivey and Longleaf RD.
Speeding along old Ivy in front of and near Sara Smith Schools dangerous.

Needs to
renew

Mayfair Rd

Yes

McClatchey Cir

People heading on Old Ivy from N Stratford towards Sarah Smith School RACE under the 400 bridge and around the
cure approaching Ivy Rd North. I would strongly encourage/support adding at a minimum mofre signage, calming
devices and streetlights to help insure a safe street and walkway for our neighborhood.
I have no solu ons but have concerns about the intersec on of Piedmont and Roswell Roads and
Roswell Rd between Powers ferry and Windsor parkway‐ heavy traﬃc and speeders
Perhaps poor timing of lights
Would like to see P'tree Dunwoody Rd. re‐paved.

Needs to
renew

McClatchey Cir

Strongly oppose any calming devices such as speed humps. They are dangerous, cause mechanical wear on
suspensions, and cause more pollution as drivers de‐accelerate and accelerate. Drivers become focused on the next
hump and not the road surroundings. They pose a real danger.
Frankly, I have not seen folks lined up waiting to cross any of our neighborhood streets. Stopping and starting
vehicles unnecessarily causes pollution. Vehicles idling at a light or stop sign along with subsequent acceleration add
to pollution and gas consumption. Folks concerned with the environment should understand that.

Yes

Midvale Dr

The speed bumps on Midvale and signage ("no left turn" into Chick Fil A from Midvale & "no right turn" from Chick Fil
A onto Midvale) do little to nothing to prevent cut‐through traffic and many drivers appear to be speeding. Many of
the residents on Midvale would love to see enforcement of the posted "no left/right turn", as well as an eventual
closure of the street at chick fil a.
Additionally, traffic turning left onto Roswell Road from Midvale has become much more difficult since the opening of
the new $1.99 dry cleaner on Roswell Road, due to many more cars using the center turn lane on Roswell to get to
the cleaners.

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Midvale Dr

Yes

Mountain Dr

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Cut‐through traffic is increasing to the point that it's seriously damaging some neighborhoods. This is especially bad
on Rickenbacker and Midvale Drives but is occurring elsewhere in North Buckhead as well.
Turning at wieuca and Phipps blvd.
Make westbound intersection of West Wieuca and Roswell road a "No Left Turn" intersection. Among the two
intersec ons, allow westbound le turns onto Roswell Road only at Wieuca Road.

Needs to
renew

Mountain Way

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

Make the intersection of Wieuca/West Wieuca an "all way" stop. At that intersection, post signs for westbound West
Wieuca traffic ‐ No left turn at Roswell Road.
People driving like bats out of hell (not sure you can do much about this). The traffic on west wieuca to get across
Peachtree is unbelievable. Maybe the lights are too short and also the lights on Peachtree on wieuca, west wieuca
and Windsor parkway are not synchronized leaving drives stranded in the middle of the intersection and blocking
drivers trying to get across. (Maybe we need more police enforcement at those intersections. I am from Tulsa OK and
you get a hefty fine if you get out in the middle of the intersection so you better make sure there is enough time and
space to get across).
Fix congestion on Roswell rd between Publix and Windsor Parkway.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Less traffic lights and more stop signs. In addition where a traffic light exists and was installed for a new safety reason
(such as the new Sarah Smith campus on Wieuca Rd.), the purpose was to make crossing the road safer for children.
This is admirable. However, why is this traffic light operating 24 hours per day and impeding traffic flow for no
reason when it really needs to operate for 45 minutes to one hour in the morning and again in the afternoon to
accomplish child safety. The installation of a timer turning the light off for 22 hours per day would provide the same
level of safety.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

We wonder if a traffic light or two would help us get into and out of the neighborhood.

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.

Needs to
renew

N Ivy Rd

Make right turns only and if not able to do so , disallow at specific mes, of heavy traﬃc.
In San Francisco proper there are no left turns,ever,only right, right. And right to get thru intersections. Decreases
accidents!
Enforce not crossing double yellow lines, like. At cvs,corner of north Druid hills and Peachtree, or. Put up barriers to
curtail.
Consider some streets one way only.
Add more round abouts in congested neighborhoods.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Speed bumps on n Stratford between wieuca and old ivy

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Probably one of my biggest concerns for our neighborhood. In the past month I have been witness to truly excessive
speeding where loss of control of the vehicle has been noticed. I'm finally calling 911 in these situations.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

I'm concerned about the Phipps Blvd/Wieuca intersection. It's already very congested and it's only going to get worse
with developments under way. What's the plan?

Yes

N Stratford Rd

I would like to see more officers in our area.

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

speed bumbs on N. stratford tween Wieuca and Old Ivy. More Police Patrols as to traffic and break ins !

Member?

1) Consider placing a yellow flashing light for the Roswell traﬃc that intersects with Land O' Lakes.
Yes

N Stratford Rd

2) Increase the green light me on Wiecua (not West Wieuca) at the intersec on of Roswell Road.
3) Extend Old Ivy all the way to Roswell Road (near Piedmont) in a right merge lane.

Yes
Yes

Yes

N Stratford Rd

People generally tend to speed. I feel sidewalks would do a world of good on streets where speeding is prevalent.

N Stratford Rd

The intersection of Roswell Road and W Wieuca is a mess. The lanes of westbound W Wieuca are too narrow and too
many cars in the right turn only lane go straight across Roswell Road, delaying cars from turning right on red and
creating a dangerous situation for those heading straight from the correct lane.

N Stratford Rd

There is a lot of traffic coming down North Stratford Road between 5:00 ‐ 6:30pm each weekday evening. It appears
that many cars are traveling over the speed limit, even with the speedbumps. It's not bad in the morning, but the
evenings can be treacherous if you are out walking on the side of the road.

10/24/2013
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Needs to
renew

Old Ivy Ln

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
There is not a safe way to walk from Stovall to Little Nancy creek park. Crossing peachtree dunwoody road is very
diﬃcult with 2 children.
We need a traffic light at Peachtree Dunwoody and Stovall (south intersection).
I live near the Sarah Smith School, and the number of motor vehicles who do not yield to pedestrians is hugh. I have
often thought that I could work for the Atlanta Police, just walking around with a hidden cameraâ€"taking photos of
those individuals who do not yield to pedestrians. I have seen cars not stop for school buses â€"loading children. And
the list goes on. This is very dangerous.
See comment on 4. If the city continues to allow unlimited high‐density development all around us, with no
improvements to roadways, we won't have a functional neighborhood in 10 years. It is time for NBCA and our
elected oﬃcials to push for a hold on new projects unless and un l traﬃc condi ons permit.
Tac cal sugges ons:

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

Enforce ban on turns in and out of Piedmont Center on Old Ivy Road, except for neighborhood residents.
Allow two southbound lanes to turn left from Wieuca to Wieuca at Phipps Blvd. Demolish median to allow more
southbound traﬃc on Wieuca to access the le turn lane to Peachtree.
Reconstruction needed at Habersham / Piedmont / Roswell / Old Ivy to clear traffic from Old Ivy and Habersham
trying to leave the neighborhood.

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

The lights should be synchronized better at different times. From what I have been told, Atlanta's system to enable
that to happen is very antiquated. That should be addressed!

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

More people pressuring city county and DOT for speed humps that hinder cut throughs trying to avoid main streets

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

I like the use of traffic police during the evening hours at the intersection of Piedmont and Roswell Roads.

Old Ivy Rd

When I first moved to Atlanta nearly 18 years ago, Old Ivy Road at Sarah Smith had rumble strips. They disappeared
during one of the repaving efforts. I've heard it's not possible because of the type of road classification of Old Ivy, but
speed humps would surely be appreciated.

Yes
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Road diets, and implementation of the Complete Streets criteria. The emphasis must always be on improving safety
for our own community, rather than trying to maximize the speed and comfort of commuters and shoppers from
outside our community.

Yes

Old Ivy Rd
On street parking is an extremely effective and inexpensive traffic calming measure. On street parking clearly shows
that we live on residential streets, not thoroughfares that have to be cleared to that commuters can come tearing
through. This has demonstrated proven results throughout Buckhead and other intown neighborhoods.

Yes

Olde Ivy Sq

Yes

Park Ave

Timing of the traffic lights especially between Habersham, Roswell & Old Ivy Road. Staggered work hours for those
that work and school.
Most urgent the corner of Wieuca and Park Ave.
I,ve also no ced people, including a police car turning let out of Wieuca from the right hand lane.
The more density buildings are going to add much too much added traffic, particularly at Holiday times.

Yes

Park Ave

Yes

Park Regency Pl

Yes

The traffic light and intersection at Wieuca and Park Avenue is a disaster. Cars in the far right lane turn left all the
time instead of going straight or right ONLY, as they are suppose to do. Also, there needs to be a policeman in the
evening, as everyone runs the light and it is total gridlock!!!!!! It's HORRIBLE & DANGEROUS!
Where Phipps Blvd dead ends into Lenox there should be an arrow allowing right hand turn from middle lane.

We are ge ng a lot of heavy construc on trucks
and even semi‐trailer trucks on Peachtree‐Dunwoody..
Peachtree Dunwoody Rd This traﬃc is making pot holes in the street and
many vehicles drive up on our lawn and those of our neighbors since there is no curbing on our side of
the street.
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
Pot holes!! Street surfaces.
Overgrown, dirty, barely legible street signs.
Cyclists without lights during darkness. Very dangerous!!

Yes

Peachtree Rd
Cyclists in the auto lanes.

No

Peachtree Rd

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

Yes

Potters Walk

Needs to
renew

Rickenbacker Way

Needs to
renew

Sheldon Dr

Yes

Springside Ct

Yes

Stephens Mill Run

The almost invisible borders/curbstones of traffic isles PTree Dunwoody/ PTree. Borders should be painted with
reflecting paint to be seen in rain and darkness.
My main issue is the Piedmont and Lenox Intersection, along with the 400 and Lenox intersection. The 400 and
Lenox intersection gets completely clogged because there aren't any cops there to keep people from blocking the
intersection after their light turns red.
Isn't the other guy/gal that causes all the traffic problems?
Very concerned about the traffic increase that will occur once the new developement on the west side of Roswell
Road behind the old Rite aid is built.
Rickenbacker Way is completely disregarded as a neighborhood street with homeowners and families. Instead it is
used as a cut through street for all of North Buckhead RESIDENTS who speed and ignore the two stop signs 7 days a
week night and day 24 hrs a day.
Roswell Road is a nightmare in the afternoon, even trying to get to Roswell Road from Old Ivy. Would love to see
Piedmont Center stagger their employee work hours.
Really need to innovatively address rush hour traffic at Roswell Road/Piedmont Road/Habersham intersections. How
about a roundabout eith lights? Also should improve pedestrian crossings on Peachtree‐Dunwoody road,
pafrticularly duing morning and evening rush hours.
From our perspective, our primary concern is people too frequently running the stop sign on Lakemore at Stephens
Mill Run.
Yield sign at intersection of Roxboro Rd and Wieuca Rd insufficient to slow traffic going west on Wieuca Rd. I suggest
it be replaced by a stop sign.

Yes

Stovall Blvd
Even better would making Wieuca Rd westbound traffic turn right at the traffic light. This would making a left turn
onto Wieuca Rd from streets like N. Stratford and N. Ivy easier at times of heavy traffic
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.

Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Stovall Blvd

The wieuca road intersection with Phipps blvd is a nightmare.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

For some reason the humps don't seem to slow some drivers down (on N. Stratford between Stovall Blvd and the
bottom of the hill). I'm not sure what to do about it, though.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

I am one block down from Peachtree‐Dunwoody Road and people from Brookhaven, Cobb, Dunwoody, etc use this as
a cut through to speed their way to their next destination. They act as though this is an interstate highway, and not a
res.area with many moms pushing baby strollers, kids on bikes, folks walking their dogs, and runners/bikers. We
need help. A traffic light will only increase the problem as that would mark us an official cut through. We need the
type of solution that Wieuca Terrace achieved: no access to Stovall Boulevard between morning and evening
commute hours during the week, as speeding traffic is not so much a problem during the weekends. I am also for
speed humps, other neighbors are not. It is a problem everyone in the area talks about but no one has the time to
step forward to do anything about it. Need the police to enforce & post the 15 mph speed limit too.I am starting a
new bus.so have time constraints but so wish other neighbors wld step up on this & act

Yes

Stratford Pl

I worry about some of the traffic that moves so quickly on Peachtree Dunwoody Rd. There are lots of accidents. I also
worry about it in relation to Little Nancy Creek. I would support a real traffic light there.

Yes

Valley Brook Dr

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Needs to
renew
Needs to
renew

Please continue to negotiate with Sandy Springs regarding their proposal for Windsor parkway. That would create
significant traffic problems on Roswell, Windsor, and in Meadowbrook. Gordon's proposal of the roundabout is an
excellent one.
Crossing from Loridans to the sidewalks on Wieuca is very dangerous. Need traffic light in that intersection, or at
least, pedestrian signs.

Valley Green Dr

Have SOMETHING at the bottom of Loridans where it ends in Weiuca. It is terrible trying to get out of there!

Valley Green Dr

3 way stop at Loridans and Wieuca

Yes

Valley Green Dr

3 way stop at Loridans and Wieuca

Yes

Whittington Dr

I think those annoying, but great for children's safety, traffic warts are aleady requested for Whittington. Sidewalks,
too.
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Whittington Dr

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.
I have lived on Whittington for 21 years. I think the light at Whittington and Wieuca could be flashing yellow on
Wieuca and flashing red on Whittington at non‐carpool hours for Sarah Smith. There are times when I am waiting at
that light for 3‐4 minutes with no cars passing on Wieuca.
The traffic signals at the intersection of Wieuca/Whittington and Wieuca/Ivy should be used as flashing lights during
times outside school and rush hour. This would be flashing yellow for Wieuca traffic and flashing red for
Ivy/Whi ngton traﬃc.

No

Whittington/Ivy

First of all, this will help to slow down traffic on Wieuca because people instinctively slow down when they see a
yellow flashing light. This especially helps at night when its not uncommon for someone to travel in excess of 45 mph
on Wieuca.
Secondly, for those of us that live on Ivy and Whittington, we currently have to wait 2‐3 minutes for the light to turn
green in order to make a Left turn. While this is understandable during school and rush hour traffic, it is pointless on
the weekends and at night when there are relatively few people traveling on Wieuca.
The traffic signal lights on Wieuca Rd are not real traffic lights are only change with a car is turning or a person pushes
to cross. The signals needs to be real traffic lights. There needs to be stop signs on Wieuca/N Ivy and
Wieuca/Loridans.

Yes

Wieuca Rd
The speeding is very bad on Wieuca Rd esp on weekends...
We need a traffic calming group which includes people from Peactree/Dunwoody as well.

Yes

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Rd

More police presence

Wieuca Rd

We are, and will continue to be, a major cut through from Peachtree to Piedmont. Shepherd's Lane off La Vista Rd.
has the same issues. I think that more traffic lights and/or speed bumps would help. The 30 mph speed limit cannot
be enforced 24/7.
Sidewalks should also be available on both sides of the street from Roswell Rd. to Phipps Blvd.
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Question 8 ‐ Traffic Problems and Suggestions
Member?

Street

TRAFFIC: Do you have suggestions about how to improve North Buckhead area traffic? Tell
us about traffic problems that you want us
to know about.

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Rd

We need more sidewalks on WIeuca. Currently, my son walks to SRS and there is no sidewalk on our side of the
street. It is very dangerous crossing Wieuca twice in one trip! And we live only 1/2 a mile away from the campus.
We really need sidewalks. I also favor additional traffic calming on Wieuca as well as other North Buckhead streets
like Old Ivy. People continue to drive way too fast!

Yes

Wieuca Ter

Neighborhood patrol

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Ter

Everything must be done to nix that W Wieuca Rd/Roswell Rd project. I have also noticed considerably heavier traffic
at the Phipps Blvd/Wieuca Rd light‐‐‐many days it is backed up all the way to N Stratford.

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Trce

Put pressure on Zone 2 to give you a monthly report after each month that outlines the # of traffic stakeouts they
perform each month like the ones they used to do on Wieuca Rd. They need to be more accountable.

Non Resident
Needs to
renew
Non Resident

Non Resident
Member

Non Resident

Sandy Springs could greatly improve South bound
[Hilderbrand Dr (Sandy Traﬃc on Peachtree Dunwoody approaching N. Buckhead
Springs)]
with a greatly increased South bound le turn lane
at the Windsor Parkway intersection.
Really bad traﬃc problem at Peachtree and Pharr.
[Pharr Rd]
Needs a turn signal.
More mass transit access...more safe bike lanes.
[Riverview Rd]

[Woods Cir]

10/24/2013

More transport choice than auto
Cabs, shuttles perhaps?
The 4 way stop at Lake Forrest and Wieuca is a huge traffic cause. Flow would be much better if it was a roundabout.
The 5 way stop at Lake Forrest/Powers Ferry is very dangerous and would be safer and flow better as a roundabout
as well.
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Question 9 – Volunteering for NBCA

40 Responses
See Next Pages
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Question 9 ‐ Comments about Volunteering
Member?

Street

Needs to
renew

Allison Dr

Yes

Allison Dr

Yes

Arden Way

Yes

Brookhaven Springs Ct

Yes

Buff Dr

Yes

Carmain Dr

Yes

Conifer Cir (longleaf)

VOLUNTEERING: Do you want to volunteer to help your neighborhood association? Tell
NBCA how you want to help, applicable skills, and the best times for you to help. Do you
think NBCA should have new volunteer projects? ‐‐ tell us here.
I do want to volunteer but due to my travel schedule, I'm not often available. However, I would be happy to be
notified of opportunities to help when I can!
I would be more than happy to help with the greenspace, sidewalk improvements and general code enforcement to
help keep our community walkable and safe!
I will help out in any capacity if I am available.
No thank you, my time is limited between work, school and sports.
Would love to volunteer if I had more time!
Still happy to help Gordon with emails when he is out of the country.
I am currently oversubscribed with eldercare challenges and unable to participate. I do serve on my immediate
community's hoa board and would love to serve our broader community when my time frees up in the future.

Yes

Glengary Dr

I volunteer to come to meetings to help keep the neighborhood informed of what's up ‐ just need to know when they
are. I volunteer to meet on any proposed park/recreation project under consideration to make sure that people in
the neighborhood want it as much as you think they do and to make sure that we really keep in mind what will make
it work for them.
I am available at night or on the weekend.
I work full time and am a den leader ‐ so a little limited, but can do my best.

Yes

Glengary Dr

I would volunteer during the day time.

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

I have done my share...spent thousands of hours when we were fighting 400 and held almost every position in the
NBCA at one time or another over 14 years on the board. I've earned my time off.

Yes
Needs to
renew

Glengary Way

Yes, but I'm not sure of the fit.

Herrington Dr

Not at this time.

Yes

Ivy Chase

10/24/2013

At the moment I have more volunteer responsibilities than I can handle and need to remove one, not add one.
Maybe later .....
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Question 9 ‐ Comments about Volunteering
Member?

Street

VOLUNTEERING: Do you want to volunteer to help your neighborhood association? Tell
NBCA how you want to help, applicable skills, and the best times for you to help. Do you
think NBCA should have new volunteer projects? ‐‐ tell us here.
I am so sorry that I forgot to send my check. Promise to do so soon!

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

Yes

Lakemoore Dr

Yes

Loridans Dr

Happy to help with one off projects. My work requires a lot of time and I coach my kids teams

Needs to
renew

McClatchey Cir

Would help in any overgrowth clearing of the cemetery. chain saws, weed eaters, loppers, etc,

Yes

N Buckhead Dr

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

I'm retired now, and I wonder how in the blazes did I ever have time to work?

Yes

Potters Walk

I do not want to volunteer

Yes

Rickenbacker Way

I am not sure what I can do, but I would be happy to stuff and mail when you need it.

10/24/2013

I am not in town enough to volunteer
I could help with communications/weekends

I think we are all pulled in 100 directions and I serve on many boards that suck up my time and I am president of my
neighborhood association.
No Comment
I would like to volunteer. I am not very familiar with all of the "green space" projects. I would like to volunteer more
in the area of saftey and warnings to residents.
been in real estate business some 57 years.lived in BUckhead some 40 years. Been a home bldg., mortgage
business land dev. continued overdev in and around Lenox will creat traffic. City of Atlanta is greedy for tax
dollars.hich will destroy home area.
I would love to know how to join a committee or help volunteer with the NBCA. We are relatively new to the
neighborhood and I don't know how I can help!
I would volunteer for park improvements, however the times during the events often conflict with our family's
schedules.
Yes, when I move back, I definitely will!

I have volunteered for the traffic committee in the past, but never been contacted.
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Question 9 ‐ Comments about Volunteering
Member?

Street

VOLUNTEERING: Do you want to volunteer to help your neighborhood association? Tell
NBCA how you want to help, applicable skills, and the best times for you to help. Do you
think NBCA should have new volunteer projects? ‐‐ tell us here.

Yes

Stephens Mill Run

We probably won't be volunteering but volunteer projects are very good. We are just too old these days to actively
participate. Ten years ago we would. It does bother me to see things scheduled during Sunday Morning.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

No

Stratford Park Dr

Yes

Stratford Pl

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Will help remove illegal signs or work to improve traffic.

Yes

Whittington Dr

Srry‐‐ At my age I'm too feak and weeble

Yes

Wieuca Rd

There are no committees .............. so is the volunteering for social occasions?

Yes

Wieuca Rd

I would be willing to greet new neighbors or be a greeter at an event.

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Ter

At some point I will help out‐‐‐however I am too stretched with school system and other volunteer projects at the
moment.

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Trce

Clean up Wieuca Rd. The people that live on that Rd don't do a good job of maintaining the landscaping in the public
right of way. The sidewalks over Nancy Creek are overgrown with shrubs.

Non Resident

[Fountain Oaks Ln]

Non Resident

[Pharr Rd]

10/24/2013

I am starting a new business so my time is limited. I have good project management and attorney skills so would like
to help. I am best able to help with projects that can be scheduled on a flexible basis.
Yes, please provide monthly volunteer needs!!!
I'm involved in a lot of activities and don't really have more time. However, I am truly appreciative of those that do
volunteer.

Happy to volunteer in afternoon or evening but can't pick up push or pull anything that weighs 10 lbs or more
yes, weekends
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Question 10 – Anything Else to Tell NBCA?

51 Responses
See Next Pages
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Street

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.

Yes

Arden Way

You're doing a good job. Thanks.

Needs to
renew

Carlton Rdg

Thank you for all that you do. I appreciate the crime updates and neighborhood information to keep us updated on
the goings‐on in N Buckhead.

Yes

Carmain Dr

Communications are our best asset. "Knowledge is Power."

Needs to
renew

Carmain Dr

Great newsletter!!!!!!!

Yes

Carmain Dr

i support frequent security patrol in north buckhead. neighborhood watch during the day and night is also another
suggestion.
Communication by email has been great. Anything going on in the neighborhood is good to know about. Even
publishing the yard sales is good just to support our neighbors.

Yes

Danube Rd

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Dr

Needs to
renew

Glengary Dr

Yes

Glengary Way

Needs to
renew

Herrington Dr

Yes

Ivy Chase

10/24/2013

Our sidewalks and common area doesn't always look so great with overgrown foliage. It would be nice to have the
sidewalks kept up better.
If you could figure out a way to either get rid of the abortion clinic or get rid of the protesters that are on west
wieuca, that would be great. They are not so family‐friendly! Easier asked than done, I know. It's really the protesters
that are bad.
Would like more information on the removal of the toll booth on 400.
We don't want the PATH 400 trail to be built behind our backyards on 400. We already have enough "geen space" in
North Buckhead.
Thank you for your e‐mail updates and the monthly newsletter ‐ we really appreciate it.
I would like to here more info. From the police reports and our meetings with them. I think the board is doing a great
job. And things have improved a lot and continue to do so.
Can't think of anything now...
Thank you for all you do!
Police patrol.
I think NBCA is the BEST. It does a wonderful job. Glad to live in NB!
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Street

Yes

Ivy Chase

We are most grateful for the leadership of Gordan Certain and his wife and all the other board members.

Yes

Ivy Knoll

Get city to fix very rough manhole cover areas along Ivy Road between Wieuca and Ivy Knoll. They did a terrible job
the first time.

Needs to
renew

Ivy Park Ln

In the past many of our homeowners in the Park on Ivy HOA were concerned that emergency vehicles/staff did not
know how to find us. What training do emergency personnel get to stay familiar with neighborhoods? Near us on Ivy
Road will be a new neighborhood of 14 homes. Will emergency personnel be told about the new street and homes?

Yes

Ivy Pkwy

Needs to
renew

Ivy Rd

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.

Thanks for keeping us up to date on projects that affect our neighborhood.
Security.
I think we could/should hire private security to supplement the police efforts. The new trail is coming and we need
everyone to know how safe and wonderful our neighborhood is.
I would also be in favor of video cameras at key points/intersec ons.
There are actually only a few ways in and out of the neighborhood. Any crimes and criminals would be caught on
tape. At least we would have a record of who was in the neighborhood, based on car tags and video cameras.
Or we could simply install signs that say that our neighborhood is under surveillance.
One thing is certain. There will be a lot more people in and around our neighborhood. There are thousands of
apartments being built.
The new PATH400 and the new Marta pedestrian bridge over 400 will expose our residents to more crimes. The
more proactive we can become the better.

10/24/2013
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Yes

Street

Land O Lakes Dr

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.
It's probably too late for this year, but given our ongoing issues with copperheads, could we have someone from DNR
(or some such organization) meet with us and give us info about how we can make our properties safer for ourselves,
our pets, and our neighbors. It would be helpful to know some of their habits and habitats, so that we can
eliminate/reduce their nesting places; their mating/birthing cycles so that we know when to be particularly watchful
for the young ones; their diet so we can not unwittingly be fattening them up; natural deterrents, if there are
any...etc.
Doesn't seem like we should have to say anything to the kind of people who live in North Buckhead, but I had a
flower garden around my mailbox destroyed by "neighbors" who LET their dogs walk right into the middle of it and
pee! Come on, people...surely you know that dog pee is deadly to vegetation!!! Please help your pets be better
neighbors!

Needs to
renew

Loridans Dr

I wish our neighborhood had better protection from builders coming in clearing lots as was done on Mountain/Ivy.
The lot was stopped and is not an eyesore. How was this ever approved to clear a lot of all of that greenspace????

Needs to
renew

Loridans Dr

We appreciate all the hard work of the volunteers. RIght now our time is tied up in other community commitments,
but possibly we would be interested in volunteering in future years
Growth and progress are expanding in our area and throughout the Metro area.

Needs to
renew

Quite often it seems the letters/comments found in the NBCA paper and eBlast, take a very negative view and
direc on on progress. Opposing needed projects and opportuni es for increased value in the North Buckhead area.
Mayfair Rd
I would appreciate a more balanced informa on flow on such things.
Lastly, while I do not support a City of Buckhead movement... At least yet, City HAll has to recognize the financial
contribution NB makes to the Atlanta Budget and insure we receive a fair slice of the "spend" for Parks, Roads, etc.....

Needs to
renew

McClatchey Cir

Needs to
renew

Midvale Dr

10/24/2013

Ga 400 was enough imposition on my once tranquil home site for a lifetime. I do not wish added to that additional
public traffic... foot, bike, walking, running, playing or potential access to my property by unwanted persons. I'm OK
with the green space as it is: unused, uninhabited and quiet.
NBCA should augment reporting on public schools in the area.
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?
Needs to
renew

Street
Mountain Way

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.
Clean up, trim, and maintain the areas around the Little Nancy Creek bridges (Southwest side of Wieuca Road bridge,
and Northwest side of Rickenbacker).
Get authorities to take some action to get 585 Mountain Way cleaned up/presentable/razed/sold.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

Provide a complete list of defective infrastructure (including pictures) and providing the length of time (usually years)
it takes for the city make temeporary repairs vs. permanent repairs. This could be on the NBCA web site and aout
once per year (particularly in front of elections) so the voters in North Buckhead can properly evaluate how poor the
level of constituant services by our city council person and at LAarge city council persons is.

Yes

N Ivy Rd

No Comment

Needs to
renew

N Ivy Rd

I think all involved do a great service for this community.

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Needs to
renew

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Yes

N Stratford Rd

Needs to
renew

Old Ivy Ln

Thank you for all youâ€"and the other volunteersâ€"do.

Yes

Old Ivy Ln

How much we appreciate the hard work of people like Gordon, his wife, and Nancy Jones!

Yes

Old Ivy Rd

Appreciate very much everything that the NBCA does!!! :‐)

10/24/2013

I think that the trail on 400 should contemplate privacy landscaping so walkers won't have backyard visibility. For my
house, there is a 20‐30 ft gully between the trail and my house, that will make it impossible for me to install a
significant privacy fence. I'm losing a sense of security.
Would love to see some traffic calming measures on Peachtree Dunwoody Road especially at the intersection of
Peachtree Dunwoody and N. Stratford.
I think the emails are great!!! You do a great job informing the members of break‐ins, lost dogs, etc... Please keep up
the good work!
Get a more proffesional staff as to land and rezoning use . Another thing that needs looking into is the incresed const
of more airplane hangers at Peachtree Dekalb airport. More planes to fly low over our homes, to go with more
traffic on 400 and more sreet traffic.
The NBCA does a great job keeping the neighborhood informed and providing resources related to various events and
opportunities.
Keep up the great work and we appreciate all the communication. It helps make our neighborhood feel smaller and
more connected.
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Street

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.

Yes

Park Ave

Continue with lots of communication, via email or whatever on "hot topics", as everyone is busy and sometimes it
takes more than once to get the message.

Yes

Peachtree Dunwoody Rd Thank you for all you do for us.
NBCA seems to be doing more than most other neighborhoods. Time to give for volunteer projects is a problem for
working people.

Yes

Peachtree Rd

I am grateful for all that NBCA is doing.
Perhaps we could offer some walking tours?

Yes

Pinecrest Rd

No.

Needs to
renew

Rickenbacker Way

Midvale at Chick f la is ‐ complete disregard by North Buckhead RESIDENTS to not turn left into or right out of

Yes

Stephens Mill Run

Not that we can think of.
Please know that I think Gordon and Sue Certain do an AWESOME job as the "mayor" of North Buckhead. You keep
us all connected digitally and you also provide fun social events to keep us connected in the old school meeting
together way. Both are so important.

Yes

Stovall Blvd

I appreciate that you solicit feedback in this way. I hope I do not sound like a curmudgeon. I truly love children, but
the way their parents behave these days is often just not the best model for how one should behave as responsible
ci zens in 2013.
A

10/24/2013
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Street

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.
I wish homeowners along Peachtree Dunwoody could be encouraged to prune their shrubbery etc. where it comes
out across the sidewalk. Also, if there could be a cleaning project once or twice a year to clear the sidewalks of ivy
and dead leaves. Last December I almost stepped on a very alive Copperhead which was on the sidewalk and well‐
camoflagged by leaves and plant debris.

Yes

Stratford Pl

I think there could perhaps be in the newsletter an article on recycling. It seems a lot of folks are unclear about what
the city actually recycles. Perhaps a listing of these things could be included. I realize this info is on‐line, but perhaps
the newsle er would encourage be er par cipa on in this project.
Recycle bins could be placed in public areas along with the garbage receptacles.
Thanks for your consideration.

Yes

Valley Green Dr

Thanks for all the time and effort to make this a great community organization! Special applause to Gordon and Sue!
The sidewalks on Wieuca by Sarah Smith are great, but the City cut corners by leaving the utility poles in the sidewalk
area.
The sidewalks are relatively narrow to begin with and the power poles make it even more difficult to use the
sidewalk. Its actually pretty unsafe when you are walking with a dog and stroller, because you have to "go around"
the pole, which puts you dangerously close to the road and speeding cars.

No

Whittington/Ivy
I realize "whats done is done," but lets try to make all our new sidewalks and crosswalks a little wider and more
generous. This is crucial to making Path400 accessible by residents on foot. The alternative is having to drive to
Mountain Way park, which defeats the whole purpose of having sidewalks ans trails.
Bottom line, make me feel good about my kids walking around our neighborhood. With speeding cars and narrow
sidewalks, I don't feel great about it right now.

Yes

Wieuca Overlook

10/24/2013

wish we could get people to stop trashing Wieuca road with fast food containers, drink bottles
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Question 10 ‐ Other Comments About or For NBCA
Member?

Street

ANYTHING ELSE?: Tell us any other thing you think NBCA should do or know.

Yes

Wieuca Rd

Thanks for keeping us informed so much.
Maybe there's a way to break us into smaller clusters sometimes, to help us know neighbors? I invited the houses on
my street to a gathering one time, but only 3 people showed up. I meet people at the fall fling, but then if I don't see
them for a year (at least) I don't remember them. I don't have a great idea for how to do this; I just thought I'd throw
it out there since our neighborhood is big.

Needs to
renew

Wieuca Rd

I think you do a good job!

Non Resident

[Woods Cir]

Keep up the good work.

10/24/2013
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